Exit Tickets are a teaching tool that teachers can use as a review of the material and themes covered. At the end of class, students are given a few minutes to answer a question that reflects or expands upon the previous lesson. Provided is a small sample of questions that aim to approach a wide variety of learners and classrooms.

Exit Ticket for __________________:
Today we learned about the ways people at home supported Canadian soldiers fighting abroad in World War 1. List one of the symbols you saw used often on patriotic tags, and explain why it was effective at convincing local Canadians to spend their money.

Exit Ticket for __________________:
Today we learned about the ways people at home supported Canadian soldiers fighting abroad in World War 1. Describe the ways that the sale of the tags assisted the war effort.
Exit Ticket for __________________:

Today we learned about the ways people at home supported Canadian soldiers fighting abroad in World War 1. Imagine that you were trying to make a tag to rally support against Canadian conscription. What symbols or slogans might you use?

Exit Ticket for __________________:

Today we learned about the ways people at home supported Canadian soldiers fighting abroad in World War 1. Apply the styles and ideas used today to describe a tag for a modern Canadian issue.

Exit Ticket for __________________:

Today we learned about the ways people at home supported Canadian soldiers fighting abroad in World War 1. Explain whether you would have bought a tag or not to support the soldiers, and how much you would spend.